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AMAR TRANSPORT RECOGNIZED AS ONE OF
CANADA’S FASTEST-GROWING COMPANIES
THREE YEARS IN A ROW
KLEINBERG, ON – November 16, 2020
Amar Transport continues its recent trend of growth and for the third consecutive year, has been named as one of the Top
500 Fastest-Growing Companies in Canada. Ranking 347th overall in 2018, Amar climbed up the list to 266th overall in
2019 and has shot up once again, now ranking 185th in 2020 with an extremely impressive growth of 418% over the last
five years.
The Growth List 2020 (formerly Growth 500) is published by Canadian Business which recognizes the fastest-growing
companies in Canada, measured by their growth of revenue over the last five years.
Founder and President, Amar Deol weighs in on his company’s latest recognition, “I am very proud of our entire team. Not
just about once again making this esteemed list of Canadian businesses but performing even greater than we did over the
previous two years.” In addition to climbing 81 spots on the publication’s overall ranking, Amar Transport now ranks 10th
within the transportation and logistics sector.
Mr. Deol explains further, “This acknowledgement is a testament to our teams’ hard work and validates our vision of
strategic and controlled growth. We will continue to seek out opportunities to add capacity and expanded coverage only if
it allows us to better serve our loyal customers. We are very thankful for their continued support and are very appreciative
of this latest recognition.”

ABOUT AMAR TRANSPORT – Since 1998, the Amar Transport name has been synonymous with responsive, trustworthy,
competitive trucking and container storage. With four strategic locations in the greater Montreal and Toronto areas, they
specialize in serving Ontario, Quebec and cross border to the USA. For more information, visit www.amartransport.com
About GROWTH LIST – For over 30 years, the Growth List ranking of Canada’s Fastest-Growing Companies has been
Canada’s most respected and influential ranking of entrepreneurial achievement. Developed by PROFIT and now published
in a special Growth List print issue of Canadian Business, the Growth List ranks Canadian companies on five-year revenue
growth. For more information, visit www.canadianbusiness.com
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